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we dedicate this Gallery

of Great Guitars,
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INTRODUCING
MICHAEL KASHA is an internationally known researcher in
the spectroscopic properties of molecules. He is a Professor of
physical chemistry in the Florida State University in Tallahassee
and is Director of the Institute of Molecular Biophysics there. He
twas born in New Jersey December 6, 1920 of Ukrainian parents
He was named Distinguished Professor at the Florida State Uni-
versity in 1962, and was granted the Charles F. Kettering Re-
search Aoard also in 1962. Michael Kasha is a fellow of the
American Academy of Arts andSciences.

built with encouraging results and are now being tested. With
his colleague E. E. Watson at the School of Engineering Science
a large sound tunnel was developed as an initial step in a pro-
gram for the scientific evaluation of musical string instruments
including the classic guitar.
On his travels abroad since 1965, Professor Kasha has hunted

through museums from one end of the continent to the other
looking for fresh source material on the history of the classic
guitar. The article which appears in this issue represents the
present status of his research and illustrates his approach to re-
search problems. This article is parf of a study fora major trea-
tise being developed by Kasha and Watson, to be published later
under the title THE GUITAR: ITS ART, HISTORY, MUSIC,ANDDESIGN.

Since 1965 he has concerned himself with the application of
theoretical physics to the design of musical string instruments,
especially the classic guitar. A number of models of his guitar
using a revolutionary bridge and sound board design have been




